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A contribution to contact problems for a class 
of solids and structures 

W. R. BIELSKI and J. J. TELEGA (WARSZAWA) 

IN THIS PAPER two dual problems are derived and discussed. Firstly, for a linear elastic body in 
the presence of Signorini's boundary conditions with friction the dual problem in the sense 
of Mosco is formulated. The friction condition may be nonconvex and anisotropic, while 
the subdifferential friction law is not associated with the friction condition. Secondly, a novel 
dual problem expressed in the terms of static fields is proposed for the obstacle problem of a von 
Karman plate. 

W pracy wyprowadzono i przedyskutowano dwa zagadnienia dualne. Po pierwsze, dla osrodka 
liniowo-spr~zystego w przypadku warunk6w Signoriniego z tarciem sformulowano problem 
dualny w sensie Mosco. Warunek tarcia moze bye niewypukly i anizotropowy, za8 subr6Znicz
kowe prawo tarcia jest niestowarzyszone z tym warunkiem. Po drugie, dla plyty von Karmana, 
w przypadku zagadnienia z przeszkod'l, sformulowano nowe zadanie dualne w terminach p61 
statycznych. 

B pa6ore BhiBeAeHbi H o6cy>K,ZJ;eHbi ABe AYaJihHbie 3aAatiH. Bo-nepBbiX, .wm JIHHeimo-yn
pyroH: cpeAbi, B cnyqae rpaHINHbiX ycJioBHH CHHbOpHHH c TpeHHeM, c<t>opMyJIHpOBa.Ha AY
aJibHaH 33A&l!a B CMbiCJie MoCKo. Y CJIOBHe TpeHIDI B03Mo>KHo HeBbmyHJIO H aHH30TpOnHo, 
TOrAa .1<111< cy6AH<l><l>epe~aJibHbiH 31ll<OH TpeHH.R: He accorumpOBaH C 3THM YCJIOBHeM. Bo
BTOpbiX, AJI.R: rmaCTHHbi <t>oH KapMma, B cnyqae npo6JieMbi c npen.R:TCTBHeM, c<t>opMyJIHpO
BaHa HOBa.R: AYaJibHaH 3aA&l!a TOJibKO npH UOMO~ cramqeCKHX noJieH. 

1. Introduction 

IN MOST cases contact problems belong to the so-called free surface problems due to the 
inherent behaviour of contacting bodies. Methods of convex analysis and variational 
inequalities proved to be very useful in studying such problems, cf. Refs. [9, 11, 40]. An 
up-to-date and rather exhaustive survey of applications of those methods to various con
tact problems for solids and structures is presented in the paper by the second author [40]. 

The purpose of this work is twofold and, accordingly, the paper is divided into two 
parts. In the first part we shall primarily derive the implicit variational inequality, being 
the weak (variational) formulation of the boundary value problem for a linear elastic body 
in a friction contact with a rigid support on a part of the boundary. This implicit varia
tional inequality, expressed in terms of displacement, is very general since the friction 
condition can be neither convex nor isotropic and the subdifferential friction law is not 
associated with this condition. In the existing literature only Signorini's contact prob
lems with Coulomb's friction have so far been investigated [5, 6, 7, 9, 15-19, 22, 28, 34, 
35, 37]. LICHT [26] considers viscous friction but in the case of a bilateral contact only. 
For all these specific cases no dual formulations seem to have been proposed. Since at 
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the present state of knowledge it is not possible to derive an implicit variational inequality 
from an extremum principle, the methods of the theory of duality [I, 11, 42] are not ap
plicable. This assertion does not exclude an a priori formulation of a contact problem 
in terms of stresses in the form of a quasi-variational inequality. However, such problems 
will not be investigated here. Mosco [30] has proved that for an arbitrary, well-posed 
variational inequality a dual formulation is always available. A generalization of Mosco's 
theory to a large class of implicit variational problems has been proposed by CAPuzzo 
DOLCEITA and MATZEU [3], cf. Appendix B. Applying, in Sect. 3 of Part I, this general 
duality theory to Signorini's problem with friction, we shall obtain the quasi-variational 
inequality defined on the surface of a possible contact only and expressed in terms of 
stresses. 

The second part of the present paper concerns the dual formulation of the obstacle 
problem for a von Karman plate. Various unilateral problems, including the obstacle 
problem, for von Karman plates have already been studied from both the theoretical and 
numerical point of view, cf. Refs [8, I2, 20, 23, 32, 33, 36, 38, 40]. Yet the only contri
bution dealing with the dual problem is our paper [2] where the dual obstacle problem 
has been formulated in terms of static and kinematic fields. Moreover, a linear operator 
A playing an important role in Rockafellar's theory of duality (see Ref. [11], and Appen
dix A) depends parametrically on this kinematic field, entering into the equilibrium equa
tion. Hence the need of further investigation of the dual formulation. In Sect. 6 we shall 
propose a novel approach to the same dual obstacle problem. Now the operator A is 
different and exhibits no parametric dependence on a kinematic field. As a result, in the 
dual obstacle problem a kinematic field is not explicitly present. 

To facilitate the reading of this paper two appendices are attached to it. In Appendix 
A we present the results of convex analysis indispensable for our considerations. Appendix 
B deals with a concise presentation of the duality theory for implicit variational prob
lems. Due to the limitation of the number of acceptable pages in the whole paper, we 
shall not enter into mathematical details. 

Part 1. Dual formulation, in the sense of Mosco, of a Signorini's contact 
problem with friction for a linear elastic solid 

2. Formulation of the unilateral boundary value problem with friction 

Let Q c: R3 be a bounded, sufficiently regular domain. Its boundary ()Q, denoted by 
r, consists of three nonoverlapping parts: F0 , F 1 , F 2 , and o!J = l' = F0 uF1 uF2 • Here 
Fo denotes the closure of ro' etc. By n = (n,) we denote the outer unit normal r. Through
out Part I Latin indices run from I to 3. 

A vector v = (v1), defined on r, decomposes as follows: 

(2.1) v = vNn+vr, 

where vN = v1n1 denotes the normal component ofv, while vTi = v 1-vNni are tangential 
components of v. 
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If a = (a11) is a stress tensor, then a similar decomposition holds for the stress vector 
(aiJnj), defined on r, that is 

(2.2) 

where 
aN= alin1n1 , aTt = alln1-aNn1. 

We assume that the friction condition, defined on F2 , is given by 

(2.3) 

Specifically, Coulomb's friction condition has the form 

(2.4) 

where v = v(x), X E r2' is the coefficient of friction, and I aT I = y (JTt (JTl = y aT. aT~· 
We observe that the function (2.4) is convex and isotropic, whereas in the general case
(2.3) it is neither convex nor isotropic. 

We set 

(2.5) 

and assume that for each aN the set K(aN) is convex and closed. This assumption implies. 
that the set 

(2.6) 

is not necessarily convex. Several nonconvex friction conditions have been obtained in [29]. 
To find the conditions relative to anisotropic friction, the reader should refer to the 
papers [29, 41, 43]. 

The friction law is assumed in the subdifferential form 

(2.7) 

or 

(2.8) (-rT-aT) · uT ~ 0 V -rT E K(aN). 

The indicator function xK<aN> of the set K(aN) is defined as folJows [39] : 

{ 
0, if -rT E K(aN), 

(2.9) XK(aN)(-rT) = 00' if "CT ¢ K(aN). 

The support function s(aN, -uT) of K(aN) is given by 

(2.10) s(aN, -uT) =sup {-rT · ( -uT)I-rT E K(aN)}. 

It is easy to prove that 

(2.11) 

The function s( aN,- uT) represents the work of the friction stress aT on the displacement 
uT. We define 

(2.12) j(aN, uT) = s(aN, -uT)· 

It can readily be verified that in the case of Coulomb's friction we have [41] 

(2.13) 
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The properties of the indicator function xK(aN> imply that the function j is convex and 

subdifferentiable with respect to the second argument. The subdifferentiability means 
that 

(2.14) 

More elaborate analysis of local friction laws, presented above, is given in the paper 

{41]. Here we confine ourselves to local laws only. 
The unilateral (Signorini) boundary value problem with friction is now formulated 

as 
PROBLEM 1 
Find a displacement field u = u(x), x e !J, such that 

(2.15) O'iJ, 1 +b1 = 0, in Q, 

(2.16) 0',1(u) = a,1k,ek,(u), 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

u = 0, on F 0 , 

O'lln1 = F1, on F 1 , 

UN~ 0, O'N ~ 0, O'NUN = 0, on F2, 

(2.20) -UrEOXK(aN)(ar), on F2. 

1 
Here eu(u) = 2 (u1,1+u1,1) = u<i,J> and the usual symmetry and ellipticity conditions 

are imposed on the elasticity tensor (auk1), cf. Ref. [9]. Moreover, we assume that 

(2.21) 

The definitions of function spaces used in the present paper can be found in [27]. 
Suppose that Vis a real reflexive Banach space such that u e V and j(O'N(u), ur) make 

sense. A dependence of the function jon O'N is a delicate matter even in the simpler case 

of Coulomb's friction law, cf. Refs. [6, 7, 18, 19, 34, 35, 37]. 
A plausible choice of the space V is the following: 

(2.22) V = {v = (v1)iv1 e H 1(!J), 0'1iv)n1 e L 2(F2) }. 

Let us set 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

:IC = {vlv E v, v = 0 on Fo; VN ~ 0 on r2}' 

a(u, v) = J a,1k1 e1J(u)ek,(v)dx, 
D 

J(u, v) = J j(O'N(u), Vr)dF, 
r2 

L(v) = J b,v,dx + J f,v, dF. 
D r. 

Problem 1 can now be formulated in the variational, or weak, form as 
PROBLEM (9') 
Find u e :IC such that 

(2.27) a(u, v-u)+J(u, v)-J(u, u) ~ L(v) Vv e :IC. 
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The proof is straightforward. Multiplying Eq. (2.15) by v-uE V and integrating, we 
obtain 

(2.28) a(u, v-u)+ J ( -ar) · (vr-ur)dx = L(v-u)+ J (]N(vN-uN)dT. 
rz rl 

Now, taking account of the Signorini's conditions (2.19) and the friction law (2.20), or 
inequality (2.14), we arrive at the implicit variational inequality = I.V.I., given by the 
relation (2.27). 

Existence of a solution u e :K solving the problem (&') results from the general theory 
of implicit variational problems [31] and will not be discussed here. Such a solution is 
not unique in general, even in the case of Coulomb's friction law. For this latter case 
uniqueness is assured if the coefficient of friction is sufficiently small. 

3. Dual formulation of the I. V.I. (2.27) 

To adjust our I. V.I. to the theory of duality outlined in Appendix B, we set 

(3.1) 

and 

(3.2) 

g(u, w) = a(u, w)-L(w) 

<p(Av, w) = J(v, w)+Xr(w), 

where A: V E v --+ (]N(v) on F 2 • Accordingly, the assumptions (H1)- (H3 ), formulated 
in Appendix B, are satisfied. 

Making use of Lemma A.1 we have 

(3.3) <p*(Av, w*) = sup{(w*, w)-J(v, w)-x_x-(w)} 
weV 

= sup {(w~, wN)+(w~, wr)-J(v, w)-X_x-(wN)} 
W=(WN, WT) 

and 

(3.4) {
0, 

g*(v, w*) = sup{(w*, w)-a(v, w)+L(w)} = 
weV 00, 

= XqaN(Y)) ( w;) + X;r• ( w~) 

if w* = Bv-L, 

otherwise. 

Here C((]N) (x) = K((]N(x)) for almost every x e T 2 and L can be identified with (b, F), 
whereas the continuous linear and invertible operator B is defined as follows: 

(3.5) (Bv, w) = J (]11(v)e11(w)dx. 
D 

:K* is the polar cone of :K, that is 

(3.6) f* = {v* e V*l(v*, v) ~ 0, Vve :K}. 

The definition (3.1) of the functional g and the assumption (H3) imply 

(3.7) Dg(u, u)+L = Bu. 

Setting G = B- 1, we arrive at 

(3.8) u = G(E)+u, 
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where 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

W. R. BIElSKI AND J. J. TELEGA 

u = G L = G(b, F), 

:E = (alJn1) = Dg(u, u), on F2 , 

Obviously, G is the Green operator for the mixed boundary value problem of linear elastic
ity. 

From Eqs. (2.19h, (3.3) and (3.6) we infer that now u* = -:E, on F2 • Hence we have 
(Dg)- 1

( -u*) = u = G(:E)+u. The dual problem of(&') is eventuaJiy expressed as 

PROBLEM(&'*) 

Find :E = (aN, aT) E [ -%*] x C(aN) such that 

(3.11) (-r-:E,G(E)+u) ~ 0, V-rE [-%*]xC(aN) 

or 

(3.11') 

VrN E -%*, V-rT E C(aN)· 

Moreover, the extremality condition (B.4) yields 

(3.12) J(u, U) = -(aT, UT) = - J aT. UTdF, (aN, UN) = J aNuNdF = 0. 
rl rl 

We note that the relation (3.11) or the relation (3.11') is the quasi-variational inequality = 

= Q. V.I. defined on F 2 only. For instance, such Q. V.I. can be useful for Hertz-like 
problems with friction when it is desirable to determine the normal stresses aN and tan
gential (frictional) StreSSeS aT On r2. 

REMARK 3.1. For Signorini's problem without friction aT= -rT = 0 and the relation 
(3.11 ') yields 

(3.13) aN: (rN-aN, [G(aN)]N+uN) ~ 0, VrN E -%*. 

KIKUCHI [21] calls the inequality (3.13) the "reciprocal variational inequality". He derived 
this inequality by a different approach, not referring to the Mosco's theory of duality. 

REMARK 3.2. The primal problem (&') is formulated in terms of displacements. Another 
pair of the dual problems in the sense of Mosco is available for the same contact problem 
if the primal problem is formulated in terms of stresses. Such a primal problem results 
in a quasi-variational inequality defined on Q. We shall study this Q. V.I. and its dual 
separately. 

Part. 2. A novel approach to the duality of the obstacle problem for von 
Karman plates 

THE SECOND part of the present paper is concerned with the dual formulation of the 
obstacle problem for a clamped von Karman plate. A similar problem was already studied 
in our note [2]. However, the approach we use here is different and the results obtained 
are more complete. The dual problem formulated in [2] depends explicitly on a kinematic 
field - the transverse displacement of the plate. The approach we employ here overcomes 
this difficulty and the results obtained are more satisfactory, at least from the viewpoint 
of the theory of duality. 
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4. Basic relations 

A lucid account of the theory of von Karman plates can be found in [4, 13]. 
Let w be a bounded sufficiently regular domain of R2 • By u = (u1 , u2), w and e we 

denote the in-plane displacement vector, the transverse displacement of the plate and the 
density of an external loading, respectively. We assume that e E L 2 (w), and the rigid ob
stacle is given by a function 1p E H 2 (w). The set 

(4.1) K 1 = {v E H5(w)lv ~ 1p} 

is closed and convex. The sense of the inequality in the definition (4.1) of K1 is clear due 
to. the implication v E H 2 ~ v is continuous. 

The curvature tensor is denoted by x = (xcxp). Greek indices take the values 1 and 2 
The curvature-displacement relation is given by 

(4.2) 
()2w 

OXa,OXp 
-W,ocp· 

If£ = ( ecxfJ) is the strain tensor, then the strain-displacement relation reads 

(4.3) 
1 

ea.p(u, w) = 2 (ucx,p+up,oc+w,a.w,p). 

According to the von Karma.n theory of isotropic elastic plates, the constitutive equa
tions are 

(4.4) 

and 

(4.5) 

where 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Eh 3 

SocpAp = 12( l - y2) [ ( l - Y) c5oc;. c5pp + vc5cxp c5;.p]' 

Eh · 
Za,p;.p = -

1
- -2 [{1-Y) c5oc;. c5pu +vc5a.p c5;.p]. 
-v 

Here M and N denote the bending moment tensor and the membrane force tensor, res
pectively; E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, while h stands for the thickness of 
the plate. 

We observe that the constitutive equations (4.4) and (4.5) are linear, whereas the strain
displacement relation ( 4.3) is nonlinear. 

We assume that Sa.pJ.p E L 00 (ro), hence also ZocpJ.p E L 00 (ro). Straightforward calculations 
show the existence of constants A.0 > 0 and A. 1 > 0 such that for all (ta.p), ta.p = tpcx, we 
have 

(4.8) 
Sa.{J;.p{ X) tap tAp ~ Ao tcxp ta.p , 

Za.{J;.p{X) tcxp tAp ~ At tcxp tcxp. 
for almost every x E w, 
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5. Primal obstacle problem 

For the sake of simplicity, we shall study the obstacle problem for a clamped plate 
only. Thus the space 

(5.1) X= [H5(w)]2 x Ha(w), 

is suitable for the primal or(~) problem. 
The total potential energy is expressed as follows: 

(5.2) /(u, w) = ~ J Z 11p.tuE11p(u, w)e.t14{u, w)dx 
Q) 

+ ~ f Sccp.t14 "ccp(w)".t.·•(w)dx- J ewdx. 
Q) Q) 

In virtue of the inequalities ( 4.8), the quadratic functional 

(5.3) / 1(E,K)= ~ J Zcxp.t14 Ecxp£AJ'dx+~ J ScxpA14 "a.P"A14 dX 
Q) w 

is strictly convex over the space [L2 (w)]4 x [L2 (w)]4 • Unfortunately, due to the nonlin· 
earity of the relation (4.3), the functional / 1{e(u, w), x(w)) is no longer convex over the 
space X. 

The primal or (&')-obstacle problem for the clamped plate means evaluating 

(5.4) inf {/(u, w)l (u, w) E Xd, 

where xl = [HUw)]2 X Kl. 
The existence of a solution of the problem (&') follows from the results obtained in [36]. 

We note that in the fundamental paper by DUVAUT and LIONS [8] on unilateral problems 
for von Karman plates the possibility of formulating such problems as minimization 
problems is not discussed. 

The solution (ii, w) of the problem (&') fulfills the following variational inequality: 

(5.5) (D/(ii, W), (v-ii, w-w)) ~ 0 V(v, w) EX1 , 

where DI (u, w) denotes the Gateaux derivative of the functional I at the point (u, w)
lt can readily be verified that the inequality (5.5) results in the variational inequality and 
the variational equation studied already in [8]. 

6. Dual problem and its properties 

6.1. The formulation of the dual problem 

The primal problem(&') given by the relation (5.4) is formulated in terms of kinematic 
fields. For the purpose of deriving the dual problem in terms of static fields, we shall apply 
Rockafellar's theory of duality outlined in Appendix A. 

The linear operator A playing an important role in this theory is now defined as follows: 

(6.1) A(u, w) = (sym Vu, Vw, - V2 w) = (ecxp(u), W,cx, -W,cxp), 
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where ea.fJ = ~ (u)(ua.,p+up,a.). For later convenience we set 

(6.2) 

where 

(6.3) 

We have 

(6.4) 

where Y1 = Y~ is the space of symmetric matrices a = (a,.11), aa.fJ = apa. E L 2(w). The 
operator A*, adjoint of A, maps 

Y* = yl X [H- 1(w)]2 X y1 into X* = [H- 1(w)]2 X H- 2(w). 

Let P* = (p*, q*) = (p:11 , r:, rc#J) be an element of Y*. Then we have 

(6.5) (A(u, w), P*) = J ua.,fJP:pdx+ J w,a.t:dx- J w,a.pr:11 dx 
Q) Q) Q) 

where the second integral is to be taken in the sense of duality between H5(w) and H-1(w). 
Integrating in the right-hand side of Eq. (6.5) by parts, we arrive at the following form of 
the operator A* = (At, A f): 

(6.6) (Atp*) = -divp* = (-p:p.p), At(t*, r*) = - t:,a.-r:fJ,f1a.' 

where the derivatives are to be taken in the sense of distributions. 
The functional I, given by Eq. (5.2), can be decomposed as follows: 

(6.7) /(u, w) = J((u, w), A(u, w)) = G(A1 u, A 2 w)+F(w), 

where 

(6.8) G(A,u, A 2 w) = ~ J Z.pAJ<[ e.p(u)+ ~ O.(w)Op(w)][eAJ<(u) 

+ ~ OA(w)O.(w) ]ax+~ 1 s.....,.,..p(w)"AJ<(w)dx. 

and 

(6.9) 
Q) 

Obviously, XK
1 

is the indicator function of K1 • 

To formulate the dual problem for the problem (5.4), we take the functional (]>, now 
defined by 

(6.10) (]>((u, w), (p, q)) = G(A1 u-p, A 2 w-q)+F(w), 

where 

p = (pa.fJ), q = (ta., ra.p) and (p, q) E Y. 

The dual problem means evaluating 

(6.11) sup { -{]>((0, 0), (p*, q*))l(p*, q*) e Y*} 
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The definition of the polar functional gives 

<(6.12) <P*((O, 0), (p*, q*)) =sup {(p*, p)+(q*, q)-G(A1 u-p, A 2 w-q)-F(w)} 
(u,w)eX 
(p, q)e Y 

= G*( -p*, -q*) + F*(A~q*) +sup {(u, AT p*) l u E [Hl{ro)]2 }. 

The dual problem can be rewritten as follows: 

{6.I3) (9'*) sup{-G*(-p*, -q*)-F*(A~q*)l(p*,q*)eY*}, 

·subject to 

(6.I4) Afp* = 0. 

To complete the formulation of the dual problem, we must find the functionals G* and 
F*. Since q* = (t:, r:p), hence from the definition of the polar functional we obtain 

(6.15) G*(p*, t*, r*) = sup J (p*, p) + (t*, t) + (r*, r) 
(p,t,r)eY\ 

We set 

-~ J Zop'"(Pa~~ + ~ t. tp)(P•• + ~ t,t.)ax- ~ J SOJ!'•'""'"'ax} 
= ·~r{<p*, P> +<t*, t>- ~ j zop,.(Pa~~ + ~ t.tp )(P•· + ~ t,t. )ax} 

+s~p{(r*, r)- ~ f s.p,.r,propax}. 
(I) 

(6.I6) Gf(p*,t*)= sup {<p*,p)+(t*,t)-
2
I fza.fJA,.,(Pa.p+

2
I ta.tp)(PA.p 

(p, t)e Yt x Y2 
(I) 

+ ~ t, t" )ax}. 
(6.17} G!(r*) = ,"_:'f.\<r* r)- ~ £ S.p,.ropr,.ax}, 
where Y2 = [H5(ro)]2

• Simple calculation leads to 

1(6.18) 

'The derivation of the explicit form of the functional Gt is rather lenghty and therefore 
is omitted in this paper. The ultimate form of GT is given by 

~ J Ha.fJA.pP~Pt,.,dx + ~ J Ra,pt: t;dx, where R = (p:p)- 1 

if p* is positive definite; 

I f H * * d 1 f [ * ] -1( * 2 d ( d ') (6.I9) Gf(p*, t*) = -2 a.{JA.,.,Pa.fJPA.,., x+2 Paa ta) X, (J not summe . , 

. f k * I 0 d ';-. t* 'FT t* · I ran p = , Paa > an r Pu 2 = t' P22 1, 

0, if p* = 0 and t* = 0; 

oo , otherwise 

where H = z-1• 
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Now we pass to the derivation of the functional F*. We have 

(6.20) F*(Ai q*) = sup {(A; q*, w)+(e, w)- XK
1
(w)} = sup {(A;q*+e, w) }. 

weHt (w) weK1 

We set w = 1p+w1 , where 1p determines the obstacle and w1 Eft= {zEH5(w)jz;;?: 0}. 
Substituting into Eq. (6.20) and taking account of Lemma A. 1, we obtain 

(6.21) F*(A~q*) = {(A~q*+e, 1J') , 
oo, 

if Aiq*+e ~ o, 
if Aiq*+e > o. 

Consequently, the final form of the dual problem can be written as follows: 

(6.22) sup {-Gi(- p*, - t~~")- G~(r*)- J t: V',a.dx + J r:pV',a.fJ dx- J e1pdx} 
(p•. t•. r•) e Y• 

Q) Q) Q) 

subject to 

(6.23) 

and 

(6.24) 

Afp* = 0 

AJq*+e ~ o. 

6.2. Relationship between the primal aDd dual problems. Extremality conditions 

We set U = (u, w), P* = (p*, q*) = (p*, t*, r*). The primal problem can be written as 

(6.25) {&) inf J(U, AU)= inf 4>(U, 0) = inf {G(AU)+F(w)} 
VeX VeX VeX 

whereas the dual problem has the form 

(6.26) (9*) sup{-J*(P*)} = sup{-cJ>*(O,P*)} = sup{-G*(-P*)-F*(Atq*)}. 
P•eY• P•eY• P•eY• 

We shall also make use of the relaxed problem, here given by the bidual problem (~**), 
see Appendix A: 

(6.21) inf J**(U) = inf4>**(U, 0) = inf {G**(AU)+F(w)}. 
VeX VeX VeX 

We observe that though the functional J is not convex, both J* and J** are convex func
tionals. 

Suppose that the problem (9) has a solution (minimizer) U = (U, w). Making use 
of Theorem A.2 we infer that 

(6.28) (/>**(U' 0) = 4>{1}' 0) = inf(/>**(U' 0). 

Next, applying Theorem A.l we deduce that if 4>** attains a finite infimum at a point 
(U, 0), say, then 

(6.29) inf4>*(U, 0) = sup {- 4>***(0, P*)}. 
VeX P•eY• 

4 Arch . Mech. Stos. 4-S!SS 
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and there exists at least one element P* E Y* such that 

(6.30) sup { -<P***(O, P*)} = -<P***(O, P*). 
P*eY• 

Since <P*** = <P* hence, in virtue of Theorems A.l and A.2 we have, cf. also Theorem 
A.3, 

{6.31) inf<P(U,O) = inf<P**(U,O) = sup{-<P***(O,P*)} =sup {-<P*(O,P*}. 
UeX UeX P*eY• P*eY• 

Thus we have proved that 

(6.32) inf( 9) = sup( 9*). 

We pass now to the discussion of extremality conditions, see Appendix A. Let U = 
= (ii, w) and P* = (p*, ij*) be solutions of the problems (9) and (9*), respectively. Then 
we have 

(6.33) <P(U, o) + <P* (0, P*) = o 
or, since the functional <Pis given by Eq. (6.10), 

(6.34) G(A(ii, w))+G*( -p*, -ij*) = ( -(p*, ij*), A(ii, w)) 

and 

(6.35) F(ii, W)+F*(A*(p*, ij*)) = (A*(p*, q*), (ii, w)). 

The extremality condition (6.34) implies the following global constitutive relation: 

(6.36) 

which eventually yields 

(6.37) 

(6.38) 

(6.39) 

( -p*, -q*) E oG(A(ii, w)) 

- -p:{J = ZcxfJAJ' E).p{ii' w)' 
-t: = ZcxfJA~£eAiii, W)Op(W), 

-r~ = scxP~x(W). 

The second extremality condition, given by Eq. (6.35), implies 
(6.40) A*(ii*,q*) E oF(ii, w) = oF(W). 

Setting w = V'+z, z E rc, we have 

(6.41) 

where the cone rc has been defined in the subsection 6.1. Employing Eqs. (6.40) and (6.41) 
and Lemma A.2 we arrive at 

(6.42) Afp* = 0, and Afij*+e ~ 0. 

6.3. Mechanical interpretation 

The extremality conditions (6.37)-(6.39) suggest that it is quite natural to assume 

(6.43) 

Moreover, we set Qcx = - t:. Then the dual problem (9*) takes on the form 

(6.44) sup {-G~(N,Q)-G;(M)- f QcxVJ,cxdx- f McxpVl,cxpdx- f ev-·dx}, 
(N,Q,M)eY• 

w ~ w 
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subject to 

(6.45) 

and 

(6.46) 

Nrxp,p= 0 

Mrxp, pa.+Qrx,cx+(! ~ 0. 
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From the relation ( 6.46) we conclude that finally Qrx = Na.p w, fJ· Thus the kinematic 
quantity, or the transverse displacement field, enters implicitly into the dual problem(&'*). 
However, it should be noted that the supremum in the problem (6.44) is taken over M, 
N and Q. In our contribution [2] the operator A depends parametrically on wand there
fore is denoted by Aw. It has the following form: 

Aw(u, y, z) = (A1 y, A 2 u+A3wz), where A 1 y = ( -Y,rzp), y E H~(w), 

A2 (u) = (erxp(u)), A 3 wz = (w,a.z,p), 

and w is treated as a parameter. Such a choice is admissible and implies a parametric de
pendence of the dual problem on w and taking of the supremum over M and N only. 

REMARK 6.1. Above we have assumed that 1p E H5(w). Less smooth obstacles, such as 
1p E H 1{w), or 1p E C(w), say, can likewise be considered. In the latter case we arrive at 
A*q*+e E M 1(w), where M 1 (w) = [C(ro)]* is the space of bounded measures, see [10]. 

REMARK 6.2. The dual problem for von Karman plates has also been studied by LA
BISCH [25], but only in the case of classical boundary conditions, without taking into account 
unilateral conditions. Yet some of his assumptions are stronger than ours, and the comple
mentary energy is not convex. Our approach is rigorous and the results in the convex 
complementary energy are defined on the whole space. 

Appendix A. Elements of convex analysis 

This appendix is provided for a brief review of ideas of convex analysis used throughout 
the paper. For additional details the reader should refer to [11, 39]. 

Let V be a real reflexive Banach space and V* its topological dual. Let ( · , · ) : V* x 
x V-+ R be a duality pairing and/: V-+ R = R u {- oo, oo} a functional, not necessari

ly convex. 
The Fenchel transformation 

(A.1) f*(u*) = sup{(u*, u)-f(u)}, u* E V* 
ueY 

defines the polar (conjugate) functional f*. The polar functional f* is convex and lower 
semi-continuous (l.s.c.) i.e. f* E F 0 (V*) in the terminology used in [11]. The formula 
(A.l) implies 

(A.2) f*(u*)+f(u) ~ (u*, u), VuE V, Vu* E V*. 

An element u* E V* such that 

(A.3) f(v) ~ f(u)+(u*, v-u), Vv E V 

4* 
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is called a subgradient of the functional f at u. The set of all elements u* satisfying the 
relation (A.3) is denoted by a f(u), and called subdifferential. We write u* E aj(u). Particu
larly it may happen that a f(u) = 4J, for instance if f(u) = 00; here 4> denotes the empty 
set. 

The following property is important: 

(A.4) f*(u*)+f(u) = (u*, u) ~ u* E aj(u), or u E aj*(u*). 

Applying the Fenchel transform to f* we obtain the bipolar (bidual) functional f** 
off*, that is 

(A.5) 

Next we define the polar off** 

(A.6) 

!** = (f*)* . 

!*** = (!**)*. 

The functional f* maps V* into R, and due to the reflexivity of V we have/**: V -+ R. 
The bipolar functional/** is the convex envelope off, that isf**(u) ~ f(u), VuE V. Since 
f*** is convex, hence we obtain 

(A.7) J*** = f*. 

Suppose that a f(u) #: 4J, then 

(A.8) f(u) = f**(u). 

The following minimization problem, which means evaluating 

(A.9) inf {f(u)iu E V}, 

will be called the primal problem and is denoted by (&'). 
The dual problem of(&') denoted by(&'*) can be derived using Rockafellar's approach 

which is briefly presented below. 
Let t/J = t/J( u, p) be a so-called perturbed functional defined on V x Y, such that 

t/J(u, 0) = f(u); hence also inf f(u) = inft/J(u, 0). Here Y is a Hausdorff topological space, 
for instance a normed space. Then the dual problem (&'*) is formulated as follows: 

(A.lO) sup { -t/J*(O, p*)lp* E Y* }. 

In applications, for instance in the calculus of variations, the following functional 
arises: 

(A.ll) f(u) = J(u, Au) 

where A is a continuous linear operator A: V-+ Y. Very often 

(A.l2) J(u, Au)= G(Au)+F(u), 

where G and F are given functionals. Then the following perturbed functional t/J may 
be considered : 

(A.l3) t/J(u, p) = G(Au-p)+F(u). 

The problem(&'*) takes on the form 

(A.l4) sup { -G*( -p*)-F*(A*p*)}, 
p•eY• 

where A*: Y* -+ V* is the adjoint operator of A. In virtue of the relation (A.2) we have 

(A.15) t/J(u, 0) + t/J*(O, p*) ~ ((u, 0), (0, p*)) = 0, Vu E V, Vp* E Y* 
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Hence we obtain 

(A.l6) infcJ)(u, 0) ~ sup { -cJ}*(O, p*)}, 

or in the usually assumed concise notation 

(A.l7) inf(&') ~ sup(&'*). 

We also make use of the following theorems. 
THEOREM A.l. Assume that the functional J is convex and let inf(&') be finite. Suppose 

that u0 E V exists such that J(u0 , Au0 ) < + oo, the functional p ~ J(u0 , p) being continu
ous at Au0 • Then 

(A.l8) inf(&') = sup(&'*) 

and the problem (&'*)has at least one solution p* E Y*. 
THEOREM A.2. (see also [14]). Let the functional J be given by Eq. (A.l2). Suppose that 

the (&')-problem has a solution u E V. Let the element u0 E V exist such that the functional 
G is finite in the neighbourhood of Au0 • Then 

(A.l9) J* *(u, Au) = J(u, Au)= infJ**(u, Au). 

A direct consequence of Theorems A. I and A.2 is 
THEOREM A.3. Let the functional J be given by Eq. (A. 12) and assume that u E V and 

u0 E V exist such that 

(i) J(u, Au) = inf {J(u , Au)lu E V} , 

(ii) G is finite in the neighbourhood of Au0 • 

Then the element p* E Y* ex ists such that 

(A.20) -J*(A*p*, p*) = sup { -J(A*p*, p*)lp* E Y*} = J(u, Au). 

At some points u E V, p* E Y* the relation (A. 15) can turn into an equality which 
is then called the extremality condition. If the functional J is given by Eq. (A. 12), then 
under the assumptions of Theorem A.3, we obtain two extremality conditions, namely 

(A.21) 

and 

(A.22) 

which are equivalent to 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

respectively. 

G(Au)+G*( -p*) = < -p*, Au), 

F(u)+F*(A*p*) = (A*p*, u), 

- p* E oG(AU), 

A*.P* E oF(u), 

Finally, we recall two useful lemmas. 
LEMMA A.1. If V is a reflexive Banach space and t:C c V a closed convex cone such 

that 0 E t:C, then 

(A.25) (Xtt)*(v*) = Xtt•(v*), 

where rc* is the polar cone of CG, that is 

(A.26) rc* = {v*lv* E V*, v* ~ 0}. 

Here v* ~ 0 means that (v*, v) ~ 0, Vv E CC. 
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LEMMA A.2. Let rc be a nonempty closed convex cone. Then u* E ax~(u) if and only 
if u E ax~·(u*). These conditions are equivalent to 

(A.27) u E cc' u * E CC*' < u *' u > = 0. 

An alternative approach to the theory of duality for nonconvex problems was pro
posed in [1] and [42]. We hope to use it in our future investigations. 

Appendix B. Dual formulation of implicit variational problems 

A general theory of implicit variational problems = I.V.Ps is presented in the paper 
by Mosco [31]. We observe that variational and quasi-variational inequalities are specific 
cases of I.V.Ps. A duality theory for I.V.Ps has been developed by CAPuzzo DoLCETTA 
and MATZEU [3]. These authors ingeniously extended to I.V.Ps the duality theory pro
posed by Mosco [30] for variational inequalities. Therefore, in the case of I.V.Ps the term 
"duality in Mosco's sense" will also be interchangeably used. It is interesting to note that 
for, say, variational inequalities derivable from a minimum principle two quite different 
dual problems are available. The first dual problem can be formulated using the theory 
outlined in the previous appendix. The second dual problem is a problem in the sense of 
Mosco [30]. 

Below we shall present essential aspects of the theory of duality for I.V.Ps, yet in a 
slightly more general setting than in [3], indispensable for our purposes. 

Let us consider the following I.V.P., denoted by 

I 
find u E V such that 

(B.l) ([?}) qJ(Au, u)+g(u, u) ~ qJ(Au, w)+g(u, w), Vw E V. 

Here Vis a real reflexive Banach space, and 
(H 1) I A is a continuous linear operator from V into another Banach space Y. 
(H2) w-+ qJ(Av, w) is, for everyv E V, a convex lower semi- continuous function on V, 

qJ =/: 00. 

w -+ g(v, w) is, for every v E V, a real valued convex function on V which 
is continuous when w = v. 
w-+ g(v, w) has, for every v E V, a Gateaux derivative with respect to the 
second variable Dg(v, w) at w = v such that for every w* E V* the set 
{v E VIDg(v, v) = w*} 
contains at the most one element (Dg)- 1(w*). 

If Y = V and A is the identity operator, then we recover the results obtained in [3]. 
The Fenchel conjugate of qJ taken with respect to the second variable is defined as 

follows: 

(B.2) qJ*(Av, w) = sup{(w*, w)-qJ(Av, w)} 
weV 

The functional g*(v, w*) is defined similarly. 
Then the dual problem of([?}) given by the inequali ty (B.l) is formulated as 
PROBLEM (9*) 
Find u* E V* such that 
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(B.3) qJ* (A[(Dg)- 1 ( -u*)], u )-(u*, (Dg)- 1
( -u*)) ~ 

qJ* (A [(Dg)- 1 ( -u*)], w )-(w*, (Dg)- 1 ( -u*)), Vw* E V*. 

Problems (9) and (9*) are interrelated by 
THEOREM B. I. Let V be a real reflexive Banach space and assume that the hypotheses 

{H1), (H2) and (H3) hold. Then u E Vis a solution of (9) if and only ifu* = -Dg(u, u), 
u* E V* is a solution of (9*). Moreover, the following extremality condition is satisfied: 

(B.4) qJ(Au, u)+qJ*(Au, u*) = (u*, u) = -g(u, u)-g*(u, -u*). 
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(B.3) q>* (A[(Dg)- 1
( -u*)], u )-(u*, (Dg)- 1

( -u*)) ~ 

q>* (A [(Dg)- 1 ( -u*)], w )-(w*, (Dg)- 1
( -u*)), Vw* E V*. 

Problems (&')and (&'*)are interrelated by 
THEOREM B. I. Let V be a real reflexive Banach space and assume that the hypotheses 

(H1), (H2) and (H3) hold. Then u E Vis a solution of(&') if and only ifu* = -Dg(u, u), 
u* E V* is a solution of(&'*). Moreover, the following extremality condition is satisfied: 

(B.4) q>(Au, u)+q>*(Au, u*) = (u*, u) = -g(u, u)-g*(u, -u*). 
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